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IFW - Pool Summer Party 2016                  TOURNAMENT RULES 
 
TOURNAMENT 
 
TEAMS 
8 wrestlers, divided in 2 teams: 

Pink: Robi (captain), Stella, Venere, Sabrina 

Blue: Andrea (captain), Lara, Nina, Ambra 

DURATION 
8 matches of 5 minutes each between the girls of the two teams. 
2 tag team matches of 6 minutes each. 
 
MATCHUPS 
For each matchup: the captains toss a coin and the looser chooses the 1st girl. The winner chooses the opponent. 
The captain of the team which lost the previous match chooses first the wrestler for the next fight.  
Each girl must fight minimum 2 and maximum 3 times. 
Two girls cannot fight more than once during the tournament. 
 
SINGLE MATCH RULES 
No breaks during the match. 60 seconds break at each pin/submission scored. 
If a girl cannot continue and concedes the match, that result is 0-2. 
 
TAG TEAM MATCH RULES 
No breaks during the match. After a pin/submission is scored, the two girls who were not wrestling will start 
immediately.  
If a girl cannot continue the match goes on 2 vs 1. 
 
POINTS 
Each match earns points to the teams represented by the wrestlers as follows. 
Pins and submissions will be counted, plus 1 bonus assigned by a committee to one of the girls. The girl who scores 
more points wins the match. 
Single match: win=3 points,  tie=2 points 
Tag team match: win=5 points 
 
FINAL 
The team which accumulated more points after the 10 matches wins the Tournament. 
The two girls of the team who scored more pins/submissions (committee points are excluded) will take part in the 
final which will take place a few days later. 
The final match will be a catfight of 15 minutes. The committee does not vote. 
 
JACKPOT 
The 4.000 Euro jackpot will be equally shared among the wrestlers of the winning team. Another prize worth 2.000 
Euro will be given to the winner of the final catfight. 


